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HALL’S 4 IRONCLAD PEACHES

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify, That Will S. Hall, Proprietor of the SUNNY SLOPE NURSERY, brought in the Peaches as shown above, and this Photograph was made in less than one hour after they were picked from the trees. This picture shows them about \( \frac{1}{4} \) their natural size, and we tasted some of the fruit and we ARE SURE can testify to the SPLENDID QUALITY. Signed this date, September 14th, 1921.

FRAZER, PHOTOS.

We, the undersigned citizens of Hannibal, Mo., do hereby testify that we saw the Peaches as shown in the Picture above, on the trees and we saw them picked from the trees, about one hour before the Photo was made. We consider these the HARDIEST peaches we ever heard of, from the FACT that they bore a SPLENDID crop of fruit, this season, when all the apples in the same orchard were killed by the late freezes. As to QUALITY, we pronounce them the VERY BEST. We heartily recommend these to any one wanting HARDY peaches. We further state that these trees can ONLY be had from WILL S. HALL, Proprietor of the SUNNY SLOPE NURSERY, Hannibal, Mo. To the above we hereby set our hands this 14th day of September, 1921. Signed:

JOSEPH SCHULTZ, Fruit Grower.
WILLIAM SCHULTZ, Farmer and Fruit Grower.
THEO. WANNAMAKER, Electrician and Fruit Grower.
W. R. McCLEARY, Foreman of Nursery.

These 4 IRON-CLAD Peaches, are all crossed with a seedling from the WHITE-MOUNTAINS of Vermont, and our Hardiest peaches, and are budded on Hardy Mountain Seedlings. You cannot go wrong on these 4 PEACHES.

“HALL’S HARDY”, one of the 4, bore fruit this year. Ripens first part of August. Ripe too early to get into this picture. Is a RICH yellow free of SPLENDID quality. Size this year ranged from 10 to 11 inches around, about \( 3\frac{1}{2} \) inches through. "SOME PEACHES". Folks were amazed at such fruit this year after our Severe Freezes about Easter time.

"IMPERIAL", on the right in the Picture, bore a fair crop. Not very large, but very uniform, and Quality BEST. It is a Yellow Free flushed with deep red. A Beautiful Peach. Tree a fine grower. Ripe September 1st to 10th.

"IRON-MOUNTAIN", on the left. A fine white Freestone, a very sweet peach of fine quality. A little sugar and lots of cream makes it the IDEAL table peach. Just has that melting quality that makes you HUNGRY for them. Tree was very full this year, and full of Fruit buds for next, as are all the other three kinds. Ripe about the 10th of September.

"WHITE-MOUNTAIN", This splendid white Cling is RIGHT in every respect. Fruit is extra large. The 7 peaches shown in the center were all on one branch. The one in front at the bottom dropped on the way to the Photograph gallery. This branch gives you an idea how FULL the tree was. Just simply loaded ALL over. Ripe September 15th to 25th. Keeps fine after picking.

SUNNY SLOPE NURSERY
HANNIBAL, MISSOURI

W. S. HALL, Prop.
HALL'S GIANT GRIMES

The APPLE That Bears When Other Kinds Do Not

Bore a FINE CROP in the year 1921, when the failure of apples was general all over this section of the country, on account of the late hard freezes at Easter time. The trees growing on the farm of COL. DICK DALTON (who lives south of Hannibal, Mo.) had a fine crop. COL. DALTON is an extensive and successful Fruit Grower, Ex-President of the Mississippi Valley Apple Growers Association. He says of it "This is sure a fine apple, and the WONDERFUL part of it is, that it bore such a SPLENDID crop this year 1921 when other kinds were a total failure. I much prefer it to the much talked of and highly recommended apple Golden Delicious as the HALLS GIANT GRIMES bore a fine crop when the Golden Delicious failed entirely, and as to quality I think it is equal to it in every way". The ORIGINAL tree a seedling, must be a cross between the JONATHAN, and the GRIMES GOLDEN, for the trees greatly resemble the Jonathan, while the fruit is like the Grimes, has the same RICH SPICY Flavor, only it is larger, and a better keeper.

Every one, Orchard men and all, who saw the apples are KEEN to get some growing in their orchards. When a basket of these splendid apples were taken into where a lot of apple men had assembled to discuss the apple proposition, it simply BROKE up the meeting. They could not believe SUCH apples had been grown in this section this year. However they had the EVIDENCE before them, then went to see the STRONGER evidence the trees themselves full of BIG Golden Juicy apples. Being from Missouri they "HAD TO BE SHOWN".

The Tree a very FINE STRONG grower, wood is exceedingly tough, does not break or split under its loads of fruit. It is not at all subject to COLLAR ROT. $5.00 per bushel was paid for these apples.

If it is fine crops of REAL APPLES that are MONEY GETTERS you are looking for, then you have found the whole thing in this the REAL HARDY apple, the kind that BEARS when other kinds do, and the kind that BEARS when other sorts do not.

TREES of this apple can be had from WILL S. HALL, ONLY. At prices that are very MODERATE, when you consider the prices asked for trees that are no better and will bear FRUIT not as GOOD and fails to BEAR when this apple does BEAR.

Trees 3½ feet to 4 feet $ .80 each, $6.00 per 10
Trees 4½ feet up $1.00 each, $7.50 per 10

Trees 2½ feet to 3½ feet $ .60 each, $5.00 per 10
5 Trees for one-half the price of 10.

Send your orders AT ONCE for at least 10 of these SPLENDID apples. Get your neighbors to join you if you cannot use as many as 10.

SEND TO THE ---MAN--- WHO HAS THE GOODS THAT GROW
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